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Editorials

Over the past 40 years, asthma prevalence has doubled to
approximately 8% of the US population.1 The causes of this
dramatic change are unclear, but most experts attribute the
increase to changes in environmental and behavioral factors and
their likely interaction with genetic factors. Among the
environmental factors, a frequently-cited possible cause of the
asthma epidemic is changes in diet, particularly decreased
consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables and increased
consumption of “Western” processed foods.2 Asthma is a
heterogeneous disease, however, and categories such as
“childhood asthma” and “adult-onset asthma” are increasingly
accepted as different phenotypes.3 The role of dietary factors
might differ across these two asthma phenotypes.         

The association between diet and childhood asthma is moderate,
at best, with observational studies reporting “protective” associations
for vitamins A and E, zinc, and polyunsaturated fatty acids.2 Cross-
sectional data also suggest a beneficial role for childhood intake of
fruit and vegetables and for adherence to a Mediterranean diet, but
cohort studies and primary prevention trials are lacking. With regard
to adult-onset asthma, the role of diet on incident asthma is weak.2

For example, four large longitudinal studies found no association
between dietary patterns and risk of adult-onset asthma.

Even if dietary intake appears to have a little more promise as a
cause of childhood asthma (as compared to adult-onset asthma), the
role of diet as a disease modifier remains largely unexplored. In other
words, even if alterations in dietary intake may one day be shown to
be unhelpful for the primary prevention of asthma, dietary
interventions may still be of help with efforts to achieve asthma
control.

To date, few studies have looked at the role of diet as a disease
modifier. Among children, recent studies have shown that low levels
of vitamin D were associated with worse asthma control.2 Among
adults, a large French study found that frequent asthma attacks were
more common among those with a “Western” dietary pattern and
were less common among those with a “nuts and wine” pattern.2

Likewise, among Portuguese adults with asthma, a strong association

was reported between the Mediterranean diet score and a composite
measure of asthma control.4

In the current issue of the PCRJ, Bime and colleagues analysed the
cross-sectional association between soy genistein intake with baseline
lung function and asthma control among 300 asthmatic adults with
poor asthma control.5 They also examined the longitudinal association
between baseline soy genistein intake and asthma control over a 6-
month period. The authors report that consumption of a diet with
moderate-to-high amounts of soy genistein is associated with better
lung function. With regard to asthma control, the association with soy
genistein intake was null at baseline but was U-shaped in the
longitudinal analysis (i.e., the group with moderate intake had fewer
episodes of poor asthma control than those with either low or high
intakes).5

Genistein, a soy isoflavone with high concentration in soybeans,
has several biological activities and may interact with oestrogen
receptors to produce oestrogenic or anti-oestrogenic effects.6 Health
research on soy genistein was a focus for cardiovascular researchers
for many years but, according to a comprehensive update by the
American Heart Association's nutrition committee, earlier research
indicating that soy protein had clinically important favourable effects
on cardiovascular health and cancers, as compared with other
proteins, was not confirmed.7 Accordingly, enthusiasm for soy
genistein has waned.

With regard to asthma control, it is unclear if the observed U-
shaped association observed by Bime and colleagues5 is due either to
chance or to a threshold effect of soy intake with loss of benefit with
higher intake. As noted by the authors, relatively little attention has
been paid to soy intake in relation to respiratory or allergic
diseases.8-11 In a cross-sectional study of young adults in Australia, the
consumption of soy beverage was associated with an increased
prevalence of current asthma, doctor-diagnosed asthma and bronchial
hyperresponsiveness.8 In another cross-sectional study among
Japanese pregnant women, dietary intakes of total soy product, soy
protein, daidzein, and genistein in the fourth quartile (as compared to
the first quartile), were independently associated with a reduced
prevalence of allergic rhinitis, although no significant dose-response
relations were observed.9 In a longitudinal study among middle-aged
Chinese men and women, total soyfood and soy isoflavone (daidzein,
genistein, and glycitein) intakes had modest inverse associations with
incident cough plus phlegm.10 Among asthmatic adults enrolled in a
vaccination trial, the authors noted a cross-sectional association
between high consumption of genistein and better lung function.11

Overall, three studies out of four were cross-sectional, and the only
longitudinal study was on cough plus phlegm (not asthma). The only
study focusing on asthma8 reported increased risk. Therefore, currently
there are few data to support a beneficial effect of soy intake on
respiratory outcomes.

With this in mind, we explored possible methodological
explanations for Bime et al.’s results.5 First, we note that the analyses
were not adjusted for socio-economic status. Low socio-economic
status has been linked in many studies to worse asthma control12 and
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also to lower soy consumption.13 Therefore, the lack of adjustment for
socio-economic status is an important potential limitation, as the
authors themselves recognise. With regard to other potential
confounders, it would have been interesting to account for hormonal
factors, since oestrogen-related factors are linked to both soy intake
and asthma control.6,14 Likewise, it is possible that soy intake varies
with the intake of other nutrients and foods, and that these other
dietary factors may contribute to the observed association.

Although the role of diet on the aetiology of adult-onset asthma
appears limited,2 its role as a disease modifier continues to have
promise. Even if we are sceptical about the recommendation to
consume the “right” amount of soy to improve asthma control,5 we
agree with the authors about the value of further research.
Randomised controlled trials are needed to truly understand how
dietary interventions, including weight loss,15 may promote asthma
control. 
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Predicting the risk of an asthma attack: the way ahead?
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See linked article by Hyland et al. on pg 405 Targeting care at those at highest risk of an asthma attack is an
attractive concept. Asthma attacks are at best unpleasant, at
worst catastrophic and even fatal. Asthma attacks drive health
care costs (largely via hospitalisation) and costs to society (via loss
of work),1 and reducing hospitalisation is the key to reducing the
overall costs of asthma care.2 The concept of good asthma control
fundamentally includes the notion of an individual’s likelihood of
experiencing an attack.3

Risk prediction is growing in importance – both to the individual
and at the public health level. Risk scores already exist to predict, for
example, the risk of future cardiovascular events,4 development of
diabetes,5 and lung cancer.6 UK general practices now routinely use
risk-stratification tools to identify – and then target with preventive
care – patients at highest risk of hospitalisation. 

In this issue of the PCRJ, Hyland and colleagues7 report an
observational study testing the intriguing hypothesis that a person’s
risk of a future asthma exacerbation is related to their past attendance
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